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Contributors
ALICIA MAYEN is a senior in History Education. She wrote “The 
Effects of Collegiate Gay Straight Alliances in the 1980s and 1990s” 
for Dr. Hale Yılmaz’s History 392 class in Fall 2016. She was a co-
recipient of the history department’s Edward J. O’Day Paper Prize 
for the best undergraduate student paper in 2016-2017.
BRYAN JENKS is a senior in History with a minor in German. He 
wrote “Students in the Carbondale, Illinois Civil Rights Movement” 
for Dr. Joseph Sramek’s History 392 class in Spring 2016. He was a 
co-recipient of the history department’s Edward J. O’Day Paper 
Prize for the best undergraduate student paper in 2016-2017.
COLEMAN FITCH is a senior in History and Creative Writing. He 
wrote “The Crisis of Legitimacy: Resistance, Unity, and the Stamp 
Act of 1765, 1763-1766” for Dr. Jo Ann Argersinger’s HIST 392 class 
in Spring 2016.
JESSE HINDS is a senior in History. He wrote “Freedom Summer: 
Going South for Social Justice” for Dr. Hale Yılmaz’s History 392 
class in Fall 2016.
MARGARET MCKINNEY graduated with a B.A. in History in 
December 2016. She wrote “The Ghetto Brothers: Reconciliation, 
Music, and the Brokerage of Peace among Bronx Street Gangs in the 
1970s” for a directed reading class with Dr. José Najar in Fall 2016.
MARC MERCADO is a senior in History. He wrote “The Rise and 
Fall of Lighter-Than-Air Aircraft, 1783-1937” for Dr. Jonathan 
Bean’s History 392 class in Fall 2016.
